Living and *Thriving* in the Great Lakes and Other “Wet Lands”:

Lessons from the Past and Prospects for Our Future

**Spring 2024 | AnthrArc 296: 101**

Online! | MW 10-1 | 3 Credits

**Explore Freshwater Archaeology!**

Discover the myriad ways that humans lived and thrived among our most important and valuable resource—fresh water—through time and space.

**Protecting Fresh Water Today and Tomorrow**

Discuss the role archaeology plays in protecting and managing “wet lands,” here in the Great Lakes and worldwide.

**Fulfill Requirements!**

Fulfills Social Science distribution
Counts toward Anthropology Major & Minor

For more information, please contact Laura Bossio at lbossio@umich.edu
Sacred Words:
The Anthropology of Language and Christianity

ANTHRCUL 299-101
Spring 2024, T-Th, 10-1

Instructor: Anne Marie Creighton

What do Christian linguistic practices reveal about Christianity?
How can language create healing, or construct global systems of oppression?
What is ‘time’, and can it end?

3 credits, no pre-requisites, fulfills LSA social science (SS) distribution, counts towards Anthropology major/minor